We investigate the relative importance of various factors in explaining the volatility skew observed in the prices of stock options traded on the Chicago Board Options Exchange. The skewness of the risk-neutral density implied by individual stock option prices tends to be more negative for stocks that have larger betas, suggesting that market risk is important in pricing individual stock options. Also, implied skewness tends to be more negative in periods of high market volatility, and when the risk-neutral density for index options is more negatively skewed. Other firm-specific factors, including firm size and trading volume also help explain cross-sectional variation in skewness. However, we find no robust relationship between skewness and the firm's leverage. Nor do we find evidence that skewness is related to the put/call ratio, which may be viewed as a proxy for trading pressure or market sentiment. Overall, firm-specific factors seem to be more important than systematic factors in explaining the variation in the skew for individual firms.
I. Introduction
Under the assumptions of the risk-neutral pricing paradigm, the price of an option should be equal to its discounted expected payoff under the risk-neutral measure. This expectation may be calculated by integrating the payoff function over a risk-neutral density function. The problem is in knowing what risk-neutral density to use. Under Black-Scholes, the risk-neutral density is lognormal, but this prediction has been convincingly rejected (see, for example, MacBeth and Merville (1979) and Rubinstein (1985) ). In response, academic research has proceeded in two directions. One has been to specify alternative stochastic processes, which in turn imply alternative risk-neutral densities. The other has been to develop procedures for backing out implied risk-neutral density functions from observed option prices (see Rubinstein (1994) and the Furvey paper by Jackwerth (1999) ). This literature has found that implied risk-neutral densities tend to be more negatively skewed than the lognormal density, and that the amount of skewness varies over time.
In this paper, we investigate the cross-sectional and time-series determinants of risk-neutral skews implicit in the prices of individual stock options. Using the skewness metric of Bakshi, Kapadia, and Madan (BKM, hereafter) (2000), we test whether leverage, firm size, beta, trading volume, andlor the putlcall volume ratio can explain cross-sectional variation in risk-neutral skew. We also test whether the systematic risk-neutral skewness or market volatility reflected in index options helps explain time-series variation in the skewness of individual stock options. Our hope is that a better understanding of the sources of risk-neutral skew will help guide us in the future as we work to develop better option models.
Our analysis begins with trade and quote data for options listed on the Chicago Board Options Exchange, as reported in the Berkeley Options Data Base. The data set covers a period of more than 10 years, from April 7, 1986 , through December 31, 1996 , and includes options of all strikes and maturities for 1,421 underlying stocks and the S&P 500 index. Pudcall volume ratios were also calculated from the Berkeley Options Data Base, and additional data on firm characteristics were extracted from CRSP and COMPUSTAT.
The procedure in BKM (2000) was applied to obtain weekly estimates of risk-neutral skewness for each underlying stock. BKM (2000) show that the moments of the risk-neutral density can be expressed in terms of the prices of payoffs that depend on the future stock price. Bakshi and Madan (2000) show that any payoff function with bounded expectations can be spanned by a continuum of out-of-the-money calls and puts. Therefore, the prices of these payoffs can be expressed as a linear cornbination of the prices of the calls and puts. This provides a simple way to compute the risk-neutral skewness.
Cross-sectional analysis was then performed to determine how risk-neutral skewness is related to leverage, firm size, beta, trading volume, and the putlcall volume ratio. Contrary to results reported by Toft and Prucyk (1997) , we find that firms with more leverage have less negative skews. We also find that firms with larger betas and larger market values have more negative skews while firms with higher trading volume have more positive skews. However, we do not find a robust cross-sectional relationship between the risk-neutral skew and the pudcall volume ratio.
In addition to the cross-sectional analysis, we also determine the extent to which individual stock skews are influenced by market volatility and market skewness by estimating a pooled cross-sectional time-series regression. We find that individual stock skews tend to be more negative (skewed left) when market volatility is higher and when the market skew is more negative.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 11, we describe the construction of our measure for the risk-neutral skew. Section 111 then describes the motivation for and construction of the independent variables. The sample properties are discussed in Section IV, followed by our main regression results in Section V and robustness analysis in Section VI. Section VII discusses other results relating leverage to the skew and Section VIII contains our concluding remarks.
II. Measuring Risk-Neutral Skewness
There has not been much empirical work on the skewness characteristics of individual stock options. Rubinstein (1985) studied the skew using two years of tick data (August 1976 through August 1978 for options on 30 stocks. Comparing implied volatilities on carefully selected pairs of options, he found statistically significant violations of the Black-Scholes (1993) model. Rubinstein's most intriguing result was that the direction of the bias changed signs between subperiods, implying that the skewness of the risk-neutral density changed over time.
However, Rubinstein did not analyze the cross-sectional or time-series detesminants of the skew.
One effort to measure and explain cross-sectional differences in skews across stocks is a study by Toft and Prucyk (1997) . They propose a skewness metric that is proportional to the slope of the implied volatility curve (or "smile") divided by the implied volatility of an at-the-money option. Because their metric impounds information in both the level and the slope, it is unclear exactly how to interpret their result. Is it that more highly levered firms have more downward-sloping implied volatility curves or lower implied volatilities? We provide a brief discussion of their analysis later in the paper.
Although we study the skew of the risk-neutral density rather than the slope of the implied volatility curve, there is a one-to-one mapping between the riskneutral density function and the implied volatility curve. Negatively sloped volatility curves, where the implied volatility of out-of-the-money puts is higher than that of in-the-money puts, correspond to negative skewness in the risk-neutral density. In their paper, BKM (2000) verify a high correlation between their measure of the skewness and the slope of the implied volatility curve. In the remainder of this section, we briefly describe the method used to construct the skewness measure from option prices. We also discuss some biases that are introduced into the measure when using option price data that do not contain a continuum of strike prices.
The risk-neutral density is the probability density function for the future stock price that prices a cross section of calls and/or puts with different strike prices. Specifically, let S ( t ) be the stock price at time t andf ( S ( t +r ) )be the riskneutral density for the stock price at time t + r. Then the risk-neutral valuation equation for calls is where C ( t ,r ; K ) is the price of the call option at time t with strike price K and T years to maturity, r is the annual risk-free rate, and E* is the expectation taken with respect to the equivalent risk-neutral measure.
Many techniques have been suggested for estimating risk-neutral densities. For example. one may use the fact that the risk-neutral density is the second derivative of the option price with respect to the strike price. as in Breeden and Litzenberger (1978) and Shirnko (1993) . Rubinstein (1994) and others have suggested nonparametric approaches. As we are interested only in the skewness of the risk-neutral density, not the entire density, these methods are unnecessarily cumbersome. We use a more direct approach to measuring the risk-neutral skew, based on BKM (2000) . This measure of the skewness is easy to compute and has the advantage of not relying on any particular pricing model.
The basic idea is that any payoff function can be spanned by a continuum of out-of-the-money calls and puts (Bakshi and Madan (2000) ). In particular, the risk-neutral skewness can be expressed as a function of the current price of three payoffs: a quadratic, cubic, and quartic payoff, where the payoffs are defined as the stock's continuously compounded return taken to the fecond, third, and fourth power, respectively. The quadratic, cubic, and quartic payoffs can, in turn, be expressed as a linear combination of current out-of-the-money option prices. Thus, risk-neutral skewness can be expressed as a function of current option prices.
The skew is computed as follows. 
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respectively. By Theorem 1 in BKM (2000), we have that the r period risk-neutral skewness i5
The time t prices of the time t + T volatility, cubic, and quartic payoffs are given as a weighted sum of out-of-the-money (OTM) calls and puts,
To empirically estimate the skewness, we need to approximate the integrals in equations ( 2 ) ,(3), and (4) above using observed option prices. We use a trapezoidal approximation to estimate the integrals using discrete data. Since we do not have access to a continuum of option prices, bias may be introduced into our estimate of the skew. There are two sources of this bias: the discreteness of the strike price interval and asymmetry in the domain of integration. This bias is likely to be more pronounced for individual stock options than it is for index options-compared to index options, the strike prices of stock options are fewer and more coarsely spaced. To assess the magnitude of these two biases, we perform a number of simulation experiments.
First, to assess the impact of a discrete strike price interval, we generate Black-Scholes option prices with one month to maturity using a volatility of 20% per annum, a risk-free rate of 7'3, and a stock price of S ( t ) = $50. Since the prices come from the Black-Scholes model, we know that the skewness should be zero. Figure 1 plots the BKM estimate of the skew vs. strike price interval from $1 to $5, where we integrate over strike prices from 30 to 70. A strike price interval of $5 induces a bias of roughly -0.07, and an interval of $2.50 induces a bias of roughly -0.05. Unfortunately, there is not much that we can do about the discrete strike price interval, since that is the nature of the data. However, since most of our data have a strike price interval of $5 or $2.50, the bias is roughly the same for all observations in our sample, and we should still be able to discern cross-sectional differences in the data.
Second, the domain of integration may not be symmetric. Consider the case where we have data on one OTM put but two OTM calls. Since the prices of the three payoffs, V ( t ,r), W ( t :r) , X ( t , T) ,depend on the difference between the weighted average of OTM calls and OTM puts, having more observations on calls than puts could easily introduce bias. To assess the magnitude of this bias, we keep the parameters the same as in the previous experiments, except we perform the integration over the domain [ S i t ) -2: 1001 where we vary Z from one to 40. The results are graphed in Figure 2 . The bias that is introduced by asymmetry can be significant. For example, if we have complete observations on OTM calls Strike Price Interval Figure 1 shows the bias that IS introduced into the skew measure by a discrete strike price interval Option prices are computed from the Black-Schoes mode at evenly spaced strike price intervals from $30 to $70 The options have one month to maturity the underlying stock is $50 the volatility IS 20% per annum and the risk-free rate IS 7% The risk-neutral skew is then computed from these prices using the method outlined in Bakshi Kapadia and Madan (2000) but only have one OTM put so that Z = 5, a bias of roughly 0.1 is introduced.
If, however, we have two OTM puts, so that Z = 10. then the bias is essentially zero. We repeat the experiment for the case where we have more data on OTM puts than calls, and perform the integration over the domain [lo. S ( t ) + Z]. The magnitude of the bias in this case is the same, but is of opposite sign. To mitigate this bias, we use the largest range of strike prices at each time such that the domain of integration is symmetric. We construct the skew using data from the Berkeley Options Data Base from April 7, 1986 7, , to December 3 1, 1996 . The starting date of our sample corresponds to the date that S&P 500 index options became European-style. We have options data on 1,421 unique firms during the 11-year sample period. The number of firms with listed options in our database increased dramatically over our sample period, from 183 in 1986 to 1,015 in 1996.
We use the midpoint of the last bid-ask quote for each contract on each day. These observations are less than perfectly contemporaneous. Each record contains a concurrent observation of the underlying stock price, however, which allows us to synchronize the option prices. This is accomplished by applying a multiplicative adjustment factor to the strike price, option price, and underlying stock price. '
Using the adjusted prices, we compute the BKM measure of the skew each day for the two different maturities that are greater than one week but closest to 22 trading days. To estimate the integrals in equations (2), (3), and (4), we make 'TO compute the adjustment factors, we establish a "target" closing price by calculating the average reported stock price across all options for that underlying stock that day. The adjustment factor for a particular option quote is simply the ratio of the target price to the reported stock price. 
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HafbWdth of ntegraton Dorna~n Figure 2 shows the bias that can be Introduced Into the skew measure when the domaln of integration IS finte The domain is symmetric about the current stock puce One hundred Black-Scholes option prices are computed uslng domain half-widths of $1 to $40 centered at $50 The optlons have one month to maturity, the underlying stock is $50, the volatility is 20% per annum, and the risk-free rate is 7% The risk-neutral skew IS then computed from these prices using the method outlined in Bakshi, Kapadia, and Madan (2000) .
certain that we have at least two calls and two puts for each maturity. Since the skew may vary with time to maturity, we standardize it for a hypothetical option with 22 trading days to maturity using linear interpolation/extrapolation. We then average the daily measures of the skew to obtain a weekly measure.
II I. Explanatory Variables
This section outlines both our motivation for the inclusion of the explanatory variables and their construction. We construct the independent variables using data from the Berkeley Options Database, CRSP, and COMPUSTAT from April 7, 1986 7, , to December 31, 1996 . Since the ticker nomenclature differs between the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) and the corresponding stock exchange, the Berkeley Options Data Base was merged with CRSP and COMPU-STAT, using a ticker cross-reference provided by the CBOE. To guard against the possibility of erroneous matches, we verified our procedure by requiring that the closing price for the underlying stock from CRSP be within 3% of the closing price of the underlying stock from the Berkeley Options Data Base.
A. Implied Volatility
We use the implied volatility of individual stock options for two purposes: to measure the volatility of a firm's stock return and to compare our results using skewness to other studies that have used the slope of the implied volatility curve.
To compute the implied volatility of a hypothetical at-the-money option, the implied volatility for the in-the-money put and the out-of-the-money call whose strike prices are closest to the stock price are computed and averaged together. This represents the implied volatility for the strike price just above the cun-ent stock price. Taking the average helps to reduce noise as well as mitigate any measurement en-or in the risk-free rate. Likewise, the implied volatility for the out-of-the-money put and the in-the-money call whose strike prices are closest to the stock price are computed and averaged together. The implied volatility of a hypothetical at-the-money option is found by interpolating these two values.
Similar to the computation of the skew, this procedure is done once for the two maturities greater than one week but closest to 22 trading days. Linear interpolation/extrapolation is then used with these two at-the-money implied volatilities to find the implied volatility of an at-the-money option that matures in 22 trading days. The implied volatilities are computed using a 100-step binomial tree, modified to account for multiple discrete dividends and early exercise. Implied volatilities are calculated using bid-ask quote midpoints for the option prices, Tbill rates, and realized dividend data as reported in CRSP. Because the quoted prices of the eight options may not have been observed concurrently, we do not use the closing stock price in our implied volatility calculation, but rather use the stock price reported in the Berkeley Options Data Base that is synchronous with the option quote.
B. Volume
The importance of liquidity costs in option valuation has long been acknowledged. Simulations conducted by Figlewski (1989) have illustrated the difficulty of implementing dynamic arbitrage strategies. This suggests that option prices are not determined solely by arbitrage but are free to fluctuate within reasonably wide bands. The width of the arbitrage bounds on option prices is determined by the cost of implementing replicating strategies, with tighter bands for stocks with lower transaction costs.
As a proxy for the liquidity cost for each stock, we compute the average daily trading volume in the underlying stock for each week from CRSP. We chose trading volume as our proxy for liquidity since we believe it to be a fairly good measure of the ease of constructing replicating portfolios. We also use average daily turnover as an alternative proxy of liquidity to investigate the robustness of our results. Average daily turnover is defined as trading volume divided by shares outstanding for the week.
C. Systematic Risk
In the absence of strict arbitrage pricing, one approach is to assume options are priced according to an equilibrium model. Although it is well known that Black-Scholes prices may be supported in equilibrium given normally distributed returns and a representative agent with a constant relative risk aversion, the same is not true for other utility functions, such as those characterized by decreasing relative risk aversion (see, for example, Franke, Stapleton, and Subrahmanyam (1 999)). For this reason, Black-Scholes may underprice the insurance premium implicit in state prices corresponding to low index levels. We would expect this phenomenon to manifest itself most clearly in the market for S&P 500 index options. To the extent that this phenomenon is also manifest in individual stock options, we would expect the skew of the risk-neutral density of individual stocks to be more negative in periods when the S&P 500 index option skew is more negative. Also, we would expect the effect to be more pronounced in options with more risk exposure or in options that might best be used to hedge market risk. Thus, we test the hypothesis that skewness is more negative for firms with more market risk, measured by beta.
The beta for stock i at time t, BETA,,,, is calculated by regressing the daily returns for stock i on the daily return for the S&P 500 index from day t -200 to day t. We also calculate the correlation stock i at time t with the S&P 500 index using the same 200 days of data.
D. Leverage
As the value of a levered firm declines, the debt-to-equity ratio increases and equity returns may become more volatile. Geske (1979) and Toft and Prucyk (1997) have derived pricing models that assume proportional, constant variance processes for the firm's assets but explicitly account for the impact of risky debt on the dynamics of the firm's equity. These models are based on the notion that return volatility is greater at lower stock price levels, thus implying that out-ofthe-money puts have higher implied volatilities than out-of-the-money calls. A priori, we do not believe leverage to be the driving force behind the violations of Black-Scholes, given that similar violations are observed for options on unlevered firms and for currency options where the leverage argument does not apply. Furthermore, BKM (2000) show that the leverage effect implies that the skewness of the risk-neutral density for individual equities should be more negative than that of the index. They find that the opposite is true. Since the effect of leverage is ambiguous, we directly test its relation to the risk-neutral skewness.
We define the leverage ratio for firm i at time t, LEV,,,, as the ratio of the sum of long-term debt and par value of preferred stock to the sum of long-term debt, preferred stock, and the market value of equity. Book values are used for the value of the long-term debt.
E. Trading Pressure
In the presence of transaction costs, option prices may also reflect a liquidity premium that is sensitive to the direction of "trading pressure" from public order flow. One possible explanation for negative skewness in the risk-neutral density is that demand for out-of-the-money puts drives up the prices of low strike price options. Insofar as transaction costs allow option prices to be influenced by investor sentiment, one might predict more skewness in periods when the market is more pessimistic. The ratio of put-to-call trading volume is commonly believed to be a sentiment index, with more put volume indicating pessimism. We wish to test whether the skew is more negative in periods of high put trading.
To investigate the extent to which the risk-neutral skewness may be influenced by trading pressure, we use the ratio of average daily put volume to average daily call volume for each week. Since a trade can be either to open or close a contract, volume can be a misleading proxy for trading pressure. To address this, we test the robustness of our results using the ratio of average daily put open interest to average daily call open interest for each week. Data on open interest from November 199 1 to December 1996 for each option contract were provided to us by an option trading company that is a member of the CBOE and several other option exchanges.
IV. Sample Properties
A. Univariate Properties Figure 3 illustrates how the skews of the risk-neutral density for individual stocks have varied over time. The graph shows that the median skew across firms as a function of time is, on average, negative. I 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 Year Figure 3 shows the tme-seres of the median value of the skew of the risk-neutral density for ~ndividual stock optlons trading on the CBOE, observed weekly from Aprl 7, 1986, through December 31, 1996. The skew for each f r m was computed usng the method in Bakshi, Kapad~a, and Madan (2000) wh~ch IS summarzed in equations (1) to (4). Dally observations of the skew are aggregated to a weekly observat~on as discussed in Section ll The data used n the computations are from the Berkeley Options Data Base that contains ~ntraday option prices for 1,421 firms.
Comparing the skews on S&P 500 index options with that of individual stock options, we observe that the skew for index options tends to be much more negative than the typical skew for individual stock options. The mean skew for the S&P 500 index options in the sample is approximately -1.6, as compared to -0.24 for individual stock options. In fact, the skew of an individual stock is greater than the skew of the index 92% of the time, similar to the result reported by BKM (2000) . Note that while the skew for individual stocks remained at roughly -0.2 from 1986 to 1996, the average skew of the S&P 500 index options more than tripled in that period, from -0.5 in 1986 to -1 6 in 1996. Furthermore, as observed by Rubinstein (1994) , they appear to have become more negative shortly after the crash of October 1987. Table 1 presents univariate summary statistics for the variables. On average, the skew of the risk-neutral density for individual stocks (SKEW) is negative, but the standard deviation is large, even though we attempt to reduce the noise by averaging the daily skew across each week. As indicated in the table, the average implied volatility is about 46%, which represents the implied volatility of an at-the-money option with 22 trading days to maturity. The mean leverage ratio is 0.27, indicating that the average firm in our sample is financed with roughly three-quarters equity and one-quarter debt and preferred stock. The average firm size (MVE) in our sample is exp(14.42) * 1000 = $1.83 billion and, as we would expect, the average beta with the S&P 500 is 1.0. The average daily volume is 436,300 shares, and the average put-to-call volume ratio of 1.45 indicates that roughly three put contracts trade for every two calls. The large standard error of this ratio is driven primarily by lower volume options, where a small change in option volume might constitute a large change in the put-to-call ratio. The mean put-to-call open interest of 0.6 indicates that there are roughly three put contracts open for every five calls. Table 1 contains the univariate properties of the firm-spec~fic dependent and independent variables that are used in subsequent regressions. The sample consists of 129,931 observations, constituting weekly observations from April 1986 through December 1996 for the cross section of stock options trading on the Chicago Board Option Exchange We have options data on 1.421 unlque firms during the 11-year sample period The number of firms with listed options in our database increased over our sample per~od, from 183 In 1986 to 1 015 in 1996 SKEW is the skew of the risk-neutral density implied by the option prices VOLAT is the implied volat~lity of an at-the-money option, LEVERAGE is the firm's leverage ratio, SlZE is the natural log of the firm's market value of equity, in thousands of dollars, BETA is the firm's beta with the S&P 500, VOLUME is the average weekly volume (in shares), PUTCALLVL is the ratio of put volume to call volume for individual options on the firm's stock, PUTCALLOI is the ratio of put open interest to call open Interest for ~ndiv~dual options on tbe fivn's stock, and SKEW500, rhe skew of tne risk-neutral density implied by S&P 500 index optlons during week t Table 2 reports the average value of the skew as a function of several independent variables. The data are first sorted into quintiles by the variable of interest, such as size, leverage, etc., and then the average value of the skew within each quintile is reported in the table. Larger firms and firms that have Larger vol-ume have more negative skews. We cannot draw too many conclusions from this because of the collinearity between size and volume. Firms that have low implied volatilities tend to have more negative skews, but these are also the larger, more established firms. Hence, we cannot be sure whether or not it is a size effect. No monotonic relationship appears to exist for skew as a function of leverage and skew as a function of beta. Option Exchange. VOLAT is the implied volatility of an at-the-money option, LEVERAGE is the firm's leverage ratio, SIZE is the natural log of the f~rm's market value of equity, in thousands of dollars, BETA is the firm's beta with the S&P 500,VOLUME is the average weekly volume (in shares), and PUTCALLVL is the ratio of put volume to call volume for individual options on the firm's stock 6. Correlations Table 3 reports the correlation coefficients between the variables used in our analysis. The correlations are consistent with the statistics on skew presented in Table 2 . The level of the implied volatility is negatively correlated with leverage and size, implying that large firms with more leverage have lower volatility. Volatility is also positively correlated with the firm's beta, and there is a positive correlation between size and volume. These correlations indicate a potential multicollinearity problem in our regression analysis.
V. Results

A. Cross-Sectional Analysis
As a first step toward understanding how firm-specific factors influence the firm's risk-neutral skew we estimate weekly cross-sectional regressions of the form.
where SKEW, is the skew of the risk-neutral density for the firm for firm i, VOLATi is the implied volatility of an at-the-money option, LEVERAGEi is the leverage ratio, SIZEi is the market value of equity, BETAi is the beta of the stock's Table 3 contains the correlation coefficients between the firm-specific variables that are used in subsequent regressions The sample consists of 90,106 observations, constituting weekly observations from A p r~1986 through December 1996 for the cross section of stock options trading on the Chicago Board Option Exchange. SKEW is the skew of the risk-neutral density implied by the option prices; VOLAT is the implied volatility of an at-the-money option, LEVERAGE is the firm's leverage ratio; SlZE 1s the natural log of the firms market value of equity, in thousands of dollars; BETA is the beta of the firm's returns with the S&P 500: VOLUME is the natural logarithm of the average weekly volume (in shares), PUTCALLVL is the ratio of put volume to call volume for individual options on the firm's stock. and PUTCALLOI is the ratio of put open interest to call open interest for individual options on the firm's stock, SKEW500, the skew of the risk-neutral density implied by S&P 500 index options during week t.
returns with the S&P 500, VOLUME, proxies for the liquidity of the underlying stock, and PUTCALL, is the ratio of put-to-call volume. The construction of the variables is explained in Sections I1 and 111.
To begin our analysis we use a Fama-Macbeth (1973) type of approach, estimating the model once for each week in our sample period. This yields 545 estimates of each coefficient. The time-series averages of the estimated coefficients in each of the weekly cross-sectional regressions are reported in panel A of Table 4 and the t-statistics correspond to a null hypothesis that the time-series mean is zero.
Examining the results, we come to the following conclusions. First, the coefficient on the level of implied volatility, VOLAT, is positive and ~ignificant, indicating that high volatility firms have less negative skews. Second, contrary to the results of Toft and Prucyk (1 997), we find that the coefficient on LEVERAGE is positive and significant. We address this issue in more detail in Section VII.
Third, the coefficient on BETA is negative and statistically significant, meaning that firms with more systematic risk have a more negatively skewed riskneutral density. The fact that market risk helps explain the cross-sectional variation in individual firm skews suggests that individual stock options ought to be priced using models that incorporate market risk.
Fourth, the significantly negative coefficient on SIZE indicates that large firms have more negative skewness than do small firms. We include s i~e to control for any omitted risk factors, as suggested by Fama and French (1992) and others, but do not have a strong prior for the sign of coefficient. However, if smaller firms are riskier than large firms, we would expect that smaller firms would have more negative skews than large firms, which is the opposite of what we find.
Fifth, the positive coefficient on VOLUME indicates that stocks with higher volume have more positive skews. This is consistent with two explanations. First, it could be the case that trading volume is a proxy for differences in the physical distribution of stock returns, so that high volume stocks have less skewness under the physical measure, and this carries over to the risk-neutral measure. Second, it could be that risk-neutral densities are close to symmetric in frictionless markets, where options are priced by arbitrage, but that illiquid markets allow option prices to be affected by investor preferences or trading pressure in a way that leads to negative skewness in the implied risk-neutral density.
Last, the coefficient on the putlcall ratio is positive. However, both the economic and statistical significance of this result is marginal and in robustness checks performed in Section VI the statistical significance vanishes altogether. Recall that we include the putlcall ratio as a proxy for investor sentiment or trading pressure, the hypothesis being that the risk-neutral skew may be influenced by where iindexes the firm. SKEW is the skew of the risk-neutral density for firm i implied by its option prices. The independe~t variabies are VOLAT, the impl~ed volatility of an at-the-money option; LEVERAGE, the total value of long-term debt plus preferred stock, divided by the sum of long-term debt, preferred stock. and equity; SIZE, the logarithm of the market value of equity; BETA, the beta of firm i with the S&P 500; VOLUME, the natural logarithm of the average weekly volume (in shares) during week t, and PUTCALL, the total trading volume in all put options on firm I divided by the trading volume in all call options on firm i In each panel the time-series t-statistics are in parentheses and are computed uslng the time-series of coefficients The t-statistics in panel A are corrected for f~rst-order serial correlation. The percentage of t-statistics from the cross-sectional regressions that are negative and significant at the 5% level (n) and positive and significant at the 5% level ( p )are shown in the column labeled n / p Panel A shows the time-series averages for all 545 weeks in the sample period Panel B shows the time-series averages for quartiles based on the skew of dens~ty of the S&P500, and panel C shows the time-series averages for quartlles based on the volatility of the S&P500 There are 136 weekly observations in each quartile in panels B and C.
pessimistic traders driving up prices for "bad" states of the world. This would be consistent with a negative coefficient on the put/call ratio. We find no evidence in support of this explanation. In addition to firm-specific factors, there may be market-wide factors that affect a firm's risk-neutral skew. For example, a firm's skew may have a systematic component that is related to the skew of the market index. To control for market-wide factors in the context of the cross-sectional regressions, we partition the data into quartiles and repeat the cross-sectional analysis. Panel B of Table 4 contains the time-series average of the coefficients where the data are partitioned into quartiles based on the skewness of the S&P 500 index. The mean skew for the S&P 500 index is much more negative than for individual stocks, increasing from a mean of -2.447 for the lowest quartile to a mean of -0.404 for the highest quartile. The skew for individual equities is much less negative than that of the index, varying from -0.24 to -0.28, and shows no apparent monotonic relationship to the skew of the index. In Section V.B, we investigate this matter further in a pooled cross-sectional time-series regression framework. The relationship between the firm's skew and the firm-specific variables is, for the most part, identical to those in panel A and do not appear to be driven by the index skew.
In panel C of Table 4 , we sort and partition the weekly observations into quartiles by the market volatility. We use the implied volatility of an at-the-money S&P 500 index option to measure market volatility. The mean market volatility is 13.7% (28.5%) per annum tor the lowest (highest) quartile. There does appear to be a monotonic relationship between the volatility of the index and the mean stock skew, where the skew of individual stocks becomes more negative as the index volatility increases for the three lowest quartiles. The sign and significance of the estimated coefficients on the firm-specific variables in each of the four quartiles are identical to those in panel A, with the exception of the estimated coefficient on the ratio of put-to-call volume, which is only significant in one of the four quartiles.
B. Panel Analysis
While the cross-sectional analysis provides a good starting point, it does not allow us to fully examine how market-wide factors that are common to all firms may affect an individual firm's skew. To further examine the relation between the risk-neutral skew, firm-specific variables, and market-wide variables, we estimate the following pooled time-series cross-sectional regression.
where i indexes the firm and t indexes the week of the observation. In addition to the variables included in model (5), we include two market-wide variables: the skew of the S&P 500 (SKEWSOO,) and the volatility of the market index, proxied by the implied volatility of an at-the-money S&P 500 index option (VOL500,).
Parameter estimates for regression equation (6) are reported in the first column of Table 5 . The table also reports t-and R~-statistics. The sign and significance of the estimated coefficients for the firm-specific variables are, in general, the same as the time-series average of the cross-sectional coefficients reported in Table 4 . The two differences are that the put-to-call volume ratio and the volume of the underlying firm lose significance at even the 1O'%level in the pooled model. The two market-wide variables, the index skew and volatility, are significant at the 1% level. While there was not an obvious monotonic relationship in Table 4 between the skew of the firm and that of the S&P 500 index, in the pooled regression we find that there is a systematic component of the skew of the individual stock. In other words, the risk-neutral density for individual stock options is more negatively (positively) skewed in time periods when the risk-neutral density for index options is more negatively (positively) skewed. Consistent with the results reported in panel C of Table 4 , we find that the estimated coefficient on VOL500 is negative and significant, indicating that a firm's Table 5 contains the results of cross-sectional regressons of the skew of the risk-neutral densty on explanatory variables The t-statstlcs, computed usng White's robust standard errors, are shown in the parentheses below coefficient estimates. The models are of the form, SKEW,,! = a. + a,VOLAT,,, + a2LEVERAGE,,: + a3SIZE,,! + a4BETA,, + a5VOLUME,, + ~GPUTCALL,,+ a7SKEW500t + a8VOL500, where i indexes the firm and t indexes the week for the period from April 7, 1986, to December 31 1996.
SKEW is the skew of the risk-neutral density Implied by the opton prces. The independent varables are VOLAT, the m p l e d volatility of an at-the-money optlon; LEVERAGE, the total value of long-term debt plus preferred stock, divided by the sum of long-term debt, preferred stock and equity; SIZE, the logarithm of the market value of equty, BETA, the beta of flrm i with the S&P 500, VOLUME, the natural logarithm of the average weekly volume (In shares) during week 1, PUTCALL, the total tradng volume in all put options on firm I divlded by the tradlng volume in all call optons on firm I, SKEW500, the skew of the risk-neutral density implied by S&P 500 index options durng week t; and VOL500 the volatty of the S&P500 ndex skewness tends to be more negative during periods of high market volatility. It is comewhat of a puzzle that the skew is more negative when market volatility is high, yet the skew is more positive when the firm's own volatility is high. In the robustness analysis below, however, the coefficient on market volatility loses significance. Last we include the lagged skew to proxy for any omitted firm-specific variables and capture the persistence in the skew. In Table 5 , the coefficient on the lagged skew is positive and significant, indicating that cross-sectional differences in rirk-neutral skews are persistent over time.
Recall from Section 1V.B that there is a potential multicollinearity problem, particularly with the variables VOLAT, SIZE, and VOLUME. To assess the impact of multicollinearity, we re-estimate the model with SIZE omitted and also with VOLUME omitted. Parameter estimates for these specifications are reported in columns two and three of Table 5 . None of the results change, except that when SIZE is omitted, the coefficient on VOLUME becomes negative and significant. In this specification, VOLUME appears to become a proxy for firm size.
C. Systematic vs. Firm-Specific Factors
One of our goals is to measure the relative importance of systematic factors vs. firm-specific factors in explaining skews of individual stock options. We use the skew of the S&P 500 index as a proxy for systematic factors affecting the skew. When we estimate the model in (6), we find a positive coefficient on SKEWSOO, which indicates that systematic factors explain at least some of the time-series variation in skews. Furthermore, the positive coefficient on beta suggests that systematic risk in the underlying stock explains at least some of the cross-sectional variation in the skew.
In addition to our proxy for the systematic factors affecting the skew on individual stocks, we have also included many firm-specific factors such as leverage, firm size, and put-to-call volume. While we have explicitly accounted for some firm-specific factors, there may be others that we have omitted that affect skewness. The lagged value of the dependent variable, SKEW,.,-I , was included in the regression specified in model (6) to subsume these omitted firm-specific factors.
To isolate the effect of systematic vs. firm-specific factors on the skew, we re-estimate the regression in Table 5 three different ways. As a baseline, we omit both SKEW500 and SKEW,-1 and find that the explanatory power of the model is much lower (R' = 9.3%). Next we include only the proxy for the systematic factors that affect the skew, SKEWSOO, and find only a slight improvement in the explanatory power (R2 = 9.4%). Last, we exclude the skew for the index and include SKEW,-1 , which should subsume any omitted firm-specific factors. We find a large improvement in the explanatory power (R2 = 44.2%) when compared to the model that only includes our proxy for systematic factors.
The relationship between individual stock skews and the market skew is discussed extensively by BKM (2000) . As these authors note, individual stock skewness may be expressed as a positive weighted combination of the market and idiosyncratic skew. Our results suggest that firm-specific factors are more important than the variation in systematic factors in explaining the variation in the skew on individual stocks. This implies that in seeking an improved model for pricing individual stock options, we should seek to better understand the sources of idiosyncratic risk.
VI. Robustness Tests
To investigate the robustness of the results presented in the previous section, we perform various tests. Several dimensions are examined, including bias due to correlated residuals, alternative variable definitions, liquidity issues, and differences before and after October 1987. Some of these results are reported in Table 6 . Table 6 contains the results of cross-sectional regressions of the skew of the risk-neutral density on explanatory varables. The t-statist~cs. computed using Whte's robust standard errors, are shown in the parentheses below coefficient estimates. The models are of the form SKEW,.! = ao + a,VOLAT,,t + ~zLEVERAGE,,+ a3SIZE,,: + a4BETA,,[ + ~sVOLUME,.! + a6PUTCALL,,! + a7SKEW50Ot+ a8VOL50Ot + agSKEW,,!-l + e,,:, where I indexes the f r m and t indexes the week. SKEW IS the skew of the risk-neutral density implied by the optlon prlces The Independent var~ables are VOLAT, the implied volatlcty of an at-the-money optlon; LEVERAGE, the total value of long-term debt p u s preferred stock, d v~d e d by the sum of long-term debt, preferred stock, and equty; SlZE the ogarthm of the market value of equlty BETA the beta of f r m I with the S&P 500. VOLUME, the natural logar~thm of the average weekly volume (In shares) during week t; TURNOVER, the average dally volume d v d e d by shares outstandng; PUTCALL the total tradng volume in all put optlons on f~r m idivided by the trading volume In all call options on firm i. SKEW500, the skew of the rsk-neutral density implied by S&P 500 Index optons durng week t, and VOL500. the volatiitv of the S&P500 ndex First, the t-statistics in Table 5 may be biased upward due to serial correlation in the residuals. Serial correlation may result from the fact that our observations are weekly while the leverage ratio is updated only once each quarter and the measure of the skew is for an option with 22 days to maturity. As a robustness check, we estimated the full model in Table 5 using non-overlapping 22-day intervals. Specifically, we estimated the full model in Table 5 three times using every third week (once starting with week one, once starting with week two, and once starting with week three). We find that the economic and statistical significance of our results is the same as in Table 5 .
Second, because we found that volume was only marginally significant and because some researchers argue that turnover is a more meaningful measure of liquidity than volume, we performed our analysis using turnover instead of trading volume. These results are reported in the first column of Table 6 . In this specification, turnover is not significant, hut the signs of all the other independent variables are the same as before.
Third, we are concerned that an excessive amount of noise may be introduced by observations on options with light trading volume, particularly in our measure of the put-to-call ratio. For example, if only two call contracts have traded, then a small change in put volume from one contract to four contracts would cause a large change in the put-to-call ratio from 0.5 to 2.0. To address this, we re-estimate the model using only the most active observations, defined as those weeks when the sum of put and call contract volume places the observation in the upper quartile of all observations. These results are in the second column of Table 6 . In this sample, the coefficient on SIZE is no longer significant, and all the other results are basically the same as those found in Table 5 .
Fourth, because Rubinstein (1994) reports a significant change in the slope of the implied volatility curve (or smile) on index options around the time of the market crash in October 1987, we are concerned that some type of structural change may have occurred at that point. The last two columns of Table 6 contain the results from estimating the model before and after October 1987. Two regressions are estimated, the first using observations from April 7, 1986, to October 1. 1987, and the second using observations from November 1, 1987, to December 31, 1996. Examining the last two columns of Table 6 , we find that the coefficient on VOLAT, SIZE, SKEW500, VOL500, and the lagged skew are significant in both subsamples, while LEVERAGE and BETA are only significant in the postOctober 1987 sample. The variables that are significant in these subsamples have the same sign as in the full sample. The fact that BETA 1s only significant in the post-crash period suggests that market risk became more important to option holders after the crash.
We perform several more robustness tests that are not formally reported here. Since volume may not adequately capture the number of open contracts at a given time, we re-estimate the regression substituting the ratio of put open interest to call open interest for the variable PUTCALL. The signs and significance of the coefficients remain unchanged in both the full sample and in the sample of liquid stocks. Trading pressure does not appear to explain the skew of the risk-neutral density.
In addition, we re-estimate the model replacing beta with the estimated correlation between the stock and the S&P 500 index. Although highly correlated with beta, this measure more accurately represents the ease with which the stock option may be used as a substitute vehicle for hedging market risk. The correlations at time t are computed using daily returns from day t to day t -200. The coefficient is negative and significant, and the sign and significance of the other independent variables from this specification remain unchanged.
VII. Further Investigation on the Leverage Effect
In Section V.A, we found that higher leverage leads to more right-skewness in the risk-neutral density. This is puzzling, since it is contrary to what theory would predict and also contrary to the results reported by Toft and Prucyk (1997) . In this section, we investigate the relationship between the level of implied volatility and leverage and show that the construction of the implied volatility curve measure used by those authors can induce spurious results.
The univariate results presented in Section V.A above indicate a negative correlation between leverage and the level of implied volatility. To investigate this further, we regress the implied volatility of at-the-money options on leverage, controlling for various combinations of firm-specific and market-wide factors. The results contirm that leverage is negatively related to the level of implied volatility. At first, thi\ may seem odd, since theory suggests that if a firm adds more debt to its capital structure, the volatility of equity will increase. The negative relationship between volatility and leverage is a cross-sectional phenomenon-low volatility firms are able to take on more debt in their capital structure.
The measure used by Toft and Prucyk (1997) was constructed by dividing a linear approximation of the slope of the implied volatility curve by the implied volatility of an at-the-money option. Because volatility is related to leverage, the Toft-Prucyk result that higher leverage leads to more left-skewness may be a spurious artifact of their skewness measure. To investigate this, we re-estimate the regressions in Table 5 using the Toft-Prucyk measure of the skew as the dependent variable and we are able to replicate their result that the coefficient on LEVERAGE is significant and negative. Then, we use a linear approximation to the slope of the implied volatility curve not divided by the implied volatility and find leverage to be positively related to the slope of the volatility curve. Hence. it appears that the results obtained by Toft and Prucyk are being drlven by the negative relationship between implied volatility and leverage.
VIII. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigate the skewness of the risk-neutral density implied by option prices for individual stock options. Our goal is to better understand the dominant economic factors influencing the prices of individual stock options. Our results have implications that may guide future theoretical research in option pricing.
First, we find evidence that the market risk seems to matter in pricing individual stock options. The risk-neutral density implied by option prices tends to be more negatively skewed for stocks with higher betas, in periods of higher market volatility, and in periods when the implied density from index options is more negatively skewed. That market risk matters implies that individual stock options values cannot be determined solely by no-arbitrage arguments, and underscores the importance of theoretical work on equilibrium option pricing models. It may be worth further exploring models that price individual stock options based on the joint dynamics of the underlying stock and the market portfolio.
'~h e s e results are available on request.
Second, we find evidence that firm-specific factors are important in explaining the variation in the skew for individual firms. Liquidity (proxied by underlying trading volume) and firm size both help explain cross-sectional variation in the skew. In addition, evidence from panel data indicates the presence of an unexplained firm-specific component more important that all of our other explanatory variables put together. Further firm-specific analysis may reveal additional important factors that help explain stock option prices. Additional factors might be uncovered through a careful analysis of historical returns data, or perhaps by incorporating relevant forward-looking information about the firm's real investment portfolio.
Third, we find no robust cross-sectional relationship between risk-neutral skewness and the underlying stock's leverage ratio. The implication is that it may not be worthwhile pursuing the approach to option pricing that explicitly incorporates the firm's capital structure, as in the models of Geske (1979) and Toft and Prucyk (1997) . We do not recommend that this line of research be dismissed entirely, as such models may still be useful for pricing options on stocks that are close to bankruptcy. But for the typical stock, leverage does not appear to be an important factor. This conclusion is consistent with and complements those reported by Figlewski and Wang (2000) .
Other interesting issues remain to be addressed. Alternative stochastic processes such as stochastic volatility, GARCH, Poisson, regime-switching, variance Gamma, Levy, and others have been advanced to explain the observed biases of the Black-Scholes model. Most of these models appear to fit index option prices better than does Black-Scholes, but it is difficult to differentiate between them using only data from index options. Individual stock options provide a fertile ground for comparing these models because option prices are available on a relatively large cross section of stocks. It would be interesting to measure the extent to which the residual variation in risk-neutral skewness can be explained by historical parameter estimates from these alternative models.
